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The exact amount of vaporization losses and melt layer thickness resulting from a plasma disruption
Experiments using ion or electron beams
are very important to fusion reactor design and lifetime.
to simulate the disruption effects have different environments than the actual disruption condiA model has been developed to accurately simulate the beam-target intertions in fusion reactors.
actions so that the results from such experiments can be meaningful and useful to reactor design.
This model includes a two dimensional solution of the heat conduction equation with moving boundaIt is found that the vaporization and melting of the sample strongly depends on the characries.
teristics of the beam spatial distribution, beam diameter, and on the power-time variation of the
beam.

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement

Intense energy fluxes on the plasma chamber
wall, limiters,
components

or divertor

will be encountered
Of particular

fusion devices.

plasma dump following
energy deposited

could exceed

1200 J/cm*

concern

currently

is the
The

300 MJ and the deposition

time is

to be between 1 ms and 100 ms.

As a

result, the energy flux may reach values up to
Increasing

attention

is

effects of this in-

tense, short pulse heat loads on materials
the resulting
influence

melting

and vaporization

of these processes

design and its lifetime.

on fusion reactor

Considerable

has been made in the theoretical
plasma disruption

expected
tors.lg*

work to directly
vaporization

lacking.

disruption

in fusion reactors

Recently

Heating Facility

an Electron

melting

disruption

events which

focus on the microstructural

and chemical

changes

steel in the vicin-

induced in stainless

ity of the threshold
tion.5

for melt layer forma-

A third study is planning

to use an ion

beam to simulate high heat flux and disruption
effects

on material

surfaces.6

For these experiments

to be meaningful

and

for the results to be useful to real reactor
design, an accurate
the beam-target

theoretical

interactions

simulation

is needed.

experiments

to avoid effects

lateral heat conduction
tribution.
and

on their

resulting

Some of these conditions

larger beam diameters

from

and beam spatial disare to use

or smaller samples.

has been

tions in the beam power density which cause

Beam Surface
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instabilities
to

Lar-

tend to result in fluctua-

and consequently

appreciable

lateral motion within the molten layer giving
inaccurate

B.V.

of

The

ger beam diameters

thermal effects.3

is

beam with 35 keV accelerating

voltage to simulate

and deposition

(ESURF) has been initiated

study plasma disruption

materials

study uses a

lists to impose certain conditions

losses

in the past, experimental

simulate

up to

lacking of such models has forced experimenta-

in fusion reac-

for energy densities

times expected

of

of the

and the vaporization

during a disruption
However,

progress

modeling

and the description

melt layer formation

and

and the

and

times varies from 1 ms

candidate

Another

undemay.4

pulsed electron

in fusion devices

being given to the possible

and disruption

to 100 ms for different

a hard disruption.

1000 KU/cm* or more.

zone thicknesses

losses for energy densities

in magnetic

on part of the first wall dur-

ing the plasma disruption

estimated

plates, and other

of melting

vaporization

estimations

of the melting

and
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vaporization

losses.

experimental

characteristics.

conditions

equation

with moving

One moving boundary

Incident
Electron or Ion Beam

simulate

and beam

Gaussian Beam

in cylindrical

boundaries

is solved.

being the melt-solid

face for each coordinate
boundary

induced melting

In this model a two dimen-

sional heat conduction
coordinates

of plasma disruption

The purpose of this study

is to develop a model to accurately
different

/ Simulation

inter-

and another moving

is the surface receding

as a result of

evaporation.

2. FORMULATION

OF THE PROBLEM

The time dependent
in axially

symmetric

heat conduction
cylindrical

equation

coordinates

(r,zl, where r being the radial distance measured from the center of the beam and z being
the coordinate

normal to the sample surface with

origin at the surface

(as shown in Fig. 11, is

FIGURE 1
Schematic illustrating ion or electron
target interaction.

beam -

given by
radiation.
DT
Pcm=Tp

la

(kr g)+

k(k

g)+

q (r,z,tl

(11

establish

The kinetics

temperature
where

and the net atom flux leaving the

P=

density

c=

specific heat

recondensation.7

k=

thermal conductivity

The boundary

condition

energy deposition

properties

condition

temperature,

One

E

(TV4

-

is assumed to

and equal to the ambient

vaporization,

sample

receding

Tb, i.e.,

T (a,z,t) = T (r,=,t) = Tb

The surface temperature
condition

ation process.

(2)

is determined

by both

as well as by the evapor-

The correct boundary

partitioning

into conduction,

To

where TV = T (r,o,tl, L, is the material
surface.

condition

of the incident energy

melting,

evaporation,

and

other material
transfer

This velocity

stant, 0 s, the material

and

The radiative

the Stefan-Boltzmann
emissivity

heat
con-

E, and the

To of the cold portion of the

surroundings

to the experiment.

Once melting
continuity

is a function

surface temperature

parameters.'

term contains

temperature

heat of

and v (TV) is the velocity of the

of the instantaneous

the boundary

(31

4

+ us

is that for large distances

into the specimen the temperature
be constant

for

is then given by

+ P (TV) L, v (TV1

are assumed to

be a function of the local temperature.

of

rate
F(r,tl = -K (TV) g

All the thermophysical

on the surface,

any radial heat flux F(r,tl,

T (r,z,tl, and

q (r,z,t) = volumetric

requires

between the surface

surface taking into account the possibility

T-

boundary

of evaporation

the connection

occurs,

the requirement

of temperature

on the

at the solid-liquid
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interface

2 = m(r,tl

is given as

which

includes

(4)

Ts (r,z,tI = TA (r,z,t) = Tm

the additional

of intensive

evaporation

accurate calculations
where Ts (r,z,t) and T, (r,z,tl are the tempera-

of the temperature.

The velocity of the receding
v(r,t) is a highly non-linear

spectively,

perature.

cation)

temperature

(or solidifi-

which is constant

for a

reference

The energy equation
interface,
interface

at the solid-liquid

velocity

v(r,tl = 5.8 x lo'*

0, takes the form8

[l +

(g);

function of tem-

losses is given in

In this model, the surface

7.

a

= z - m (v,r,tl =

4X P, (TV1
p 1Tvl sTv
(9)

-t/1or
[0.8 + 0.2 e

[ks 2

- kQ 2,

cmlsec

'1

(51

= p Lf $$

where cz = sticking probability
where Lf is the latent heat of fusion.

A

If the heating is continued long enough and
at a sufficiently

high rate, significant

i.e.,

is given by

for which the location of this
is given as F(r,z,t)

surface,

A review of the model used to cal-

culate the evaporation

given material.

term

in the cases

if we are to obtain

tures of the solid and the liquid phases, reand T, is the melting

convective

that can be important

pcv(r,t) g

PV

vapor-

TC

(usually = 11

= atomic mass nlanber of target material
=

vapor pressure

(Torrl

=

vapor collision

frequency

(set-l)

ization will occur from the surface asslaning the
melting material
sary to account
interface

It is neces-

stays in place.
for the receding

surface at the

The total mass loss due to evaporation

can then

be given by

between vapor and solid or liquid.

This can be done by introducing

a moving coor-

dinate system in which the instantaneous

surface

z(r,t) is defined as

27 rpv(r,t) dr dt

Jr-

Am = it-

(10)

r=O

t=o

where t_ and r_ are the time and the distance at
which the temperature

z(r,t) = z. - oJtv(r,tl

(61

dt

that no significant

drops to a low value such

vaporization

losses take

place.
where z. = 0 is the original
Transforming

to this moving coordinate,
derivative

surface.

the heat conduction

equation

(1)

the total time

3. RESULTS FROM DISRUPTION
A computer

is then given by

SIMULATION

code A*THERMAL-2

has been devel-

oped to solve the two dimensional

heat conduc-

tion equation with moving boundaries
DT=g+aJdz=aT
Dt
at
azX

X-

v(r,tl g

(7)

difference

techniques.

The description

code and the numerical methods
Then the modified

heat conduction

equation

is

tion will be published

given by

pc

The calculation

a
r ar

fl = 1
at

assuning
(Kr

g) + &
ar

(K g)

+ PC v(r,t) g
(81

+ 6(r,z,tl

a radially

with different

by finite
of the

used in the solu-

elsewhere.

is performed
symmetric

diameters

parametrically

stationary

sian or flat energy density distribution.
calculations

presented

beam

and with either GausThe

here assume a beam energy
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density of 800 J/cm2 (corresponding
beam) deposited
stainless

/ Simulation

oj’plasma

to a flat

in 50 ms or 20 ms on copper and

These conditions

actual disruption

are chosen from

tests currently

being con-

The total beam energy for a flat

For the Gaussian

it reaches its maximum

distri-

F(r) = F. e-' I20

(11)

where F, is the maximum
of the beam.
calculated

heat flux at the center

The standard

deviation

B can be

beam spot radius),

the local heat flux is one

half of the maximum.

for stainless

for a duration

conduction

steel is much higher

of about 35 ms.

Lateral

along the beam surface becomes very
for smaller beam diameters

as it can

3 shows the maximum melting
and the maximum

zone

vaporization

The total beam power Pt. in a Gaussian

profile,

is given by

diameter

for both copper and stainless

condition

2

,I" e-' '2a

diameters

2
rdr = 2n02F

(13)

0

Equation

(13) from r = 0

to r = 3a yields more than 98% of the total beam

tial effects

The maximum

heat flux at the center of

beam i.e., F, is given from Equa-

tion (13) by equating
for the flat beam.
maximum

the total energy with that

It is obvious

that this

from different

are comparing

two different

taining the same total energy which,
experimental

shown.

con-

The maximum melting

rise (i.e.,

diameter.

at the center of the beam) is shown in Figure 2

diameter

for both copper and stainless

melting

steel for an enerin 50 ms.

depends on

up to 4 mm for the conditions

tion also depends on the beam diameter and for

diameter.

known than the profile.

gy density of 800 J/cm2 deposited

flat

thickness

The melting width in the radial direc-

The larger the diameter

the closer the melting

surface temperature

is

copper it is always less than the beam

from an

point of view, is more precisely

The maximum

zone

shown for copper in Figure 4 for different
beam diameters.

can

times.

of the melting

along the beam radial distance

the beam diameter

However, we

beam profiles

beam diameters

and from longer deposition

The spatial variation
thickness

Substan-

beam spatial distribution

at the center of the beam strongly

heat flux is less than that of a flat

beam with the same total energy.

profiles

occurs for beam

equal or larger than 1.2 mn.

result from different
Note that integrating

steel.
at the

shown and only for beam diameters

larger than 2 mm, while melting

the Gaussian

losses

(i.e., at r = 0) as a function of the beam
(12)

Copper shows very little vaporization

energy.

under

copper shown does not even

melt.

thickness

2
0 = 0.72 r:

Pt = 2nFo

stays

For beam

be seen that for a beam diameter of 1 n

Figure

This gives

For beam

greater or equal to 3 mn, the copper

the same condition

by noting that at r = rb (the nominal

sharply.

in the liquid phase for about 100 ms.
diameters

important

and

at the end of the deposi-

than that for copper and the temperature

melts

2

The temperature

greater or equal to 1 mn, the surface

temperature
by

bution the surface heat flux F(r) is given by
2

flat beam diameters.

starts rising after starting beam deposition

diameters

beam is simply the energy density multiplied
the area of the beam.

different

rise is shown for

tion time, then it decreases

ducted at ESURF on a number of candidate
materials.4

induced melting

copper surface temperature

steel with an initial sample tempera-

ture of 300°C.

disruption

The

of the beam

zone width to the beam

For stainless

steel and flat beam

larger than 1 nmn, it is found that the
width in the radial direction

larger than the beam diameter.

is always
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FIGURE_ 2
Surface temperature rise at the center of the
beam for copper and stainless steel.

Radial

Distance,

mm

FIGURE 4
Copper melting zone width and thickness
ferent beam diameters.

0

3.0

l.0

Beam OhmMu,

6.0

mm

FIGURE 3
Maximum melting zone and vaporization
a function of flat beam diameter.

For a Gaussian

losses as

beam with the same total ener-

gy, it is found that copper,
ditions,

under the same con-

does not melt even for beam diameters

as large as 10 mn.g

1.5

The radial distribution
stainless

steel material

for flat and Gaussian
cases are considered
density.

for dif-

of the vaporized

is shown in Figure 5

beam distributions.

Two

for the same average energy

The first case is for a beam diameter

FIGURE 5
Stainless steel vaporization losses for
different beam distribution and different
deposition time.
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of 1 mm and 50 ms deposition

time.

of plasma disruption

time, and the sec-

ond case is for 2 mn beam diameter
deposition

j Simulation

the beam distribution

and 20 ms

than that from the Gaussian

(4) The shape of the power density variation
time can substantially

loss

beam and the differ-

ence is larger for longer deposition

important

ent characteristics
loading pulse.
triangular

vaporization

affect the melting

in

and

losses of the material.

(5) Higher initial material

times (for

the same beam total energy).
Another

profile for the same total

beam energy.

It can be seen that the flat

beam results in a much more total material

induced melting

temperatures

can be

used to reduce the required beam energy to in-

factor of the beam transi-

duce melting

and vaporization.

is the time shape of the

It is found that, for example,

a

time pulse with the same total energy

produces more evaporation

and less melting

than
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